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12550 Almazora 

国家 西班牙

产品/机械
Decoration Colors

Our CerDeColor® brand comprises an extensive choice of low toxic metal release decoration colors (onglaze: Palette 70, Sunshine, and Azurico,
inglaze: ImpressionPlus) as well as lead-, and cadmium-free decoration colours (onglaze: SambaPlus and Fantasy, inglaze: SkyPlus, underglaze:
Springtime II). One of our recent developments is a range of low-temperature organic colors for decals. For the decoration of glass tumblers or bottles
we recommend to use one of our proven collections of glass colous.

All of these color ranges have been produced under the most stringent manufacturing conditions to ensure that contamination from minor material
impurities are minimized to a level that does not impact their ability to comply with current legislation on toxic metal release in the global market.

As one of the world´s largest suppliers of performance materials, Ferro offers a wide range of ceramic glazes for all applications. We supply most of
the world´s leading manufacturers of fine ceramics with their ceramic coatings. We offer a customized product, specially developed for each
application by a highly-trained and dedicated technical staff.

Specifically, we have been at the forefront of the development of unleaded glazes for dinnerware and cookware, and guarantee that our products
contain less than 0.1% PbO, with every individual batch being subjected to third-party accreditation for lead content, irrespective of batch size. This in
turn ensures that our customers have access to full traceability in their manufacturing process 
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